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2020 INITIATIVE


WE ARE HERE

2 YEAR PLANNING & EIR

HORIZON YEAR FOR LRDP
ALL OPEN HOUSES WILL BE HELD ON CAMPUS AT:

Nelson Hall
between the Arboretum and Old Davis Road

OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE

1. Thursday, October 22
   6:00–8:00 PM

2. Wednesday, October 28
   12:00–2:00 PM

3. Wednesday, October 28
   6:00–8:00 PM

4. Thursday, October 29
   6:00–8:00 PM

Campus Planning and Community Resources will sponsor free parking for the evening open houses. If driving, please park in Lot 5, Lot 5A or Lot 10.
2003-2015—What is different now?

All leads to the theme for this LRDP,
...more compact, more sustainable academically, socially, environmentally, financially
LRDP Neighborhoods: Civic Core

PUBLIC SPACE & THE HEART OF CAMPUS
The public space in the heart of campus is a socially vibrant space where people come together and mingle. The buildings adjacent to these spaces provide the programs to animat the space while communities create the atmosphere.
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Restart Project: objective for smaller footprint

Existing family/grad student Housing + SLLC

Generous open space & new Housing?

Existing family/grad student housing
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Even in our highest on-campus housing scenario, we do not anticipate being able to house every new student.
PLANNING SCHEDULE

October 2015—kickoff with public open houses

April 2016—develop preferred planning scenario and begin EIR scoping

Fall 2016—publish draft LRDP and LRDP EIR, begin EIR public comment period

Spring 2017—submit LRDP and LRDP EIR for Regents consideration
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